Oystercatcher

Science:

Forces

English:

What is a force?

Spring 2

Fiction - The Firework makers Daughter– Philip Pullman

What is friction and what does it do?

Term 2

What is magnetism and how is it useful to us?

Non Fiction - Earth/ Volcanoes DK
Grammar -Y3/4Y3-Expanded noun phrases, direct speech punctuation,
sentences with more than one clause.

ROCKS RELICS AND RUMBLES
Relics are radical!!

Y4-Expanded noun phrases, direct speech punctuation, sentences with more than one clause.

PE:
Dance– The Volcano
Explore a range of movement and pattern.
Organise these ideas/motifs into a routine.

History

Compare their performance and demonstrate improvement.
Friday fitness and ball skills.

This unit teaches children about a significant person
in the past –Mary Anning. They will find out all
about her and why she is important. They will explore what is like to be a fossil hunter and palaeontologist. Understand that knowledge of the past
comes from a range of sources. Also that her discoveries were a significant turning point in British
History.

PSHE SCARF–

Writing- Shape Poems /Letters /Recount-Mary Anning
Biography and diary entries
Reading -Daily guided reading sessions. Non-fiction
research reading. Weekly Comprehension Task.
Catch up-read Write Inc sessions.
Weekly Spellings

RE— Christianity
•

What kind of world did Jesus want?

•

Why do Christians call the day Jesus died

Geography
Earthquakes and Tsunami's.
What are they and how do they effect humans?

Good Friday?
•

Computing/ Music:

Pentecost.

Sketch pad-Editing images.

Me and Relationships– Family and friends /
My Community/ Respect and Challenge

Music– Exploring pitch, beat, tempo and pulse.

Maths

Keeping Safe– Risks, Alcohol and cigarettes,

Year 3 -

Being private.

Fractions.

Statistics

Length/perimeter

Art and Design:

Year 4- .
Fractions.

Statistics




Ammonites– hatching, cross hatching, shading,
Dinosaur collage based on -Henry De la Beche
'Duria Antiquior - A More Ancient Dorset'.

Decimals



Class collage of the above.

